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Period of time in Western 
Europe after the collapse of 
Rome that resulted in chaos 
and disorder; decline of 
trade,  learning and the 
emptying to towns and 
cities as a result of the 
attacks.

125.



Dark Ages

125A.



Battle in 732 A.D where the Frankish leader Charles Martel 
defeated the advancing Muslim army in France.

126.



Battle of Tours

126A.



Frankish leader who created a unified empire in Western Europe, 
spread Christianity, revived learning and established the 
foundation of feudalism in Western Europe

127.
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Charlemagne

127A.



Loosely organized system of government in which local lords 
governed their own lands but owed military service and other 
support to a greater lord.

Decentralized form of government

Power resided with the Nobility or land-holding elite

EX. Western Europe and Japan

Japanese Feudal System

128.



Feudalism

128A.



European noble who was a knight; fighting force of the Middle 
Ages; followed Chivalry

129.



Knight

129A.



Code of honor that knights were expected to abide by during the 
Middle Ages

130.



Chivalry

130A.



Economic system of the Middle Ages that was linked to the 
political structure of Feudalism that was structured around the 
Lord’s manor including one of more villages and the land 
surrounding them-land was power.

->self-sufficient

->labor performed by serfs (peasants tied to the land)

131.



Manor system or manoralism

131A.



Institution that was based on a hierarchy and performed religious 
rites and sacraments for its followers; during the Middle Ages it 
provided unity and stability in a time of weak governments 

Roles:

-Mass 

-Sacraments

-Excommunication 

-Truce of God

-Explained the Bible

-Assisted sick and needy

-Ran schools

132.



Roman Catholic Church

132A.



Increase in agricultural output during 1000’s A.D that was a result 
of new technology such as iron plows and harnesses along with 
new ideas such as the three-field system.

->leads to a population increase

133.



Agricultural Revolution

133A.



An alliance of trade guilds that established and maintained a 
monopoly that dominated Central Europe (German states) during 
the Middle Ages through a trade league whose purpose was to 
protect the interest of the merchants and artisans.

134.



Hanseatic League

134A.



In the Middle Ages ________________________ emerged out of 
the yearly trade fairs that had occurred and were located along 
the trade routes that were developing.

->Charters for legitimacy(document granting the rights to a town)

->Increased the power of the Monarchs 

EX. London 
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Towns and Cities

135A.



An associations based on occupation that dominated certain 
trades such as Blacksmiths, Weavers, etc. and had a big influence 
on the development of early towns and cities.

->Regulated quality, prices and working conditions 

->Apprentice-Journeyman-Master=membership was regulated 
and limited. 
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Guilds

136A.



A period of European economic expansion under capitalism and 
the market economy which lasted from approximately the late 
13th century until the early 18th century 

-Capitalism & Market Economy->Profit motive

-Increase in trade 

-New Methods of Business-Partnerships, Banks, Credit, Money, 
Insurance 

137.



Commercial Revolution

137A.



Document signed by King John I of England in 1215 and 
established rights for the common person such as due process 
and habeas corpus and limited the power of the King-Great 
Charter

->Due Process of law-the requirement that the government act 
fairly and in accordance with established rules in all that it does.

->Habeas corpus-principal that a person cannot be held in prison 
without first being charged with a specific crime.

138.



Magna Carta 1215

138A.



the legislative body of England and later of Great Britain; has a two house 
body: House of Commons and House of Lords

139.



Parliament

139A.



Series of wars from the 1095 through the 1291 fought between 
Christians and Muslims over the Holy Land of Jerusalem.  

->1st is the only successful one

->3rd was a fight between Richard I of England and Saladin

->4th resulted in Constantinople being destroyed

140.



Crusades

140A.



Holy city located in Israel that holds significant influence to the 
world’s three monotheistic faiths: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam 

141.



Jerusalem

141A.



Considered the “most successful failure in history” because of the 
impact:

-Religious hatred between Christians and Muslims

-Trade increases from East and Westdemand of luxury trade 
goods from the East

-Money economy leads to the decline of the manor system and 
feudalism.

-Monarchs begin to centralize power

142.



Effects of Crusades

142A.



Type European architecture that developed during the Middle 
Ages in Western Europe that was typically characterized by flying 
buttresses, ribbed vaulting, and stained glass windows and 
Cathedrals

->Christian themes
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Gothic Architecture

143A.



Bubonic Plague; spread by fleas carried on rats and spread along 
trade routes from the East to the West, resulting in the death of 
1/3rd of Europe’s population

144.



Black Plague

144A.



Split that occurred in 1054 between the Eastern Catholic Church's 
and the Western Catholic Churches over theological differences; 
resulted in two Catholic faiths-Orthodox Catholic and Roman 
Catholic Roman Catholic Similarities Orthodox

Services are conducted in Latin Base their faith on Jesus and the Bible

Use of sacraments such as Baptism and 
Marriage

Religious leaders are Bishops and Priests

Seek converts

Services are conducted in Greek or local 
languages

Leader of the Church is the Pope

Pope claims authority over all Kings and 
Emperors

Pope claims authority over all Bishops and 
clergy

Leader of the Church is the Patriarch and 
other Bishops who lead as a group

Emperor claims authority over the 
Patriarch, Bishops and clergy

Priests are not permitted to marry Priests are permitted to marry

Important Holiday: Christmas Important Holiday: Easter
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Great Schism 1054

145A.



War between France and England over territory on the European 
Peninsula that ultimately resulted in the creation of France and 
transition of power in England to the Parliament or legislative 
branch. 
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Hundred Years War

146A.



A peasant girl who claims that God spoke to her. She lead the 
French to early victories in the Hundred Year’s War, but 
eventually was burnt at the stake as a heretic by the English.
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Joan of Arc

147A.


